Creating and Managing Products with FlexPLM 9.2

Overview

Course Code  WBT-3206-0
Course Length  3 Hours

In this course, you will learn how products and their colorways are characterized in FlexPLM. You will learn how to manage product and colorway attribute definitions. You will also learn how to browse in product pages, such as Details, Sourcing, and Specifications. You learn how to create products and colorways, both season-less and seasonal, as well as product/season and colorway/season attribute definitions. You will also learn the tools in a season Line Sheet to manage products and colorways for a season. Finally, you will learn how to use options and Line Sheet views to organize products on the Line Sheet.

You will complete Pro/FICIENCY skills assessment questions for each module. These questions are used to help reinforce your understanding of the course topics and form the basis for daily review sessions.

After completing the course, you will be prepared to create and manage products with FlexPLM.

Course Objectives

- Understand product and colorway attributes.
- Browse and work on Product pages.
- Create products and colorways.
- Create seasonal products and colorways.
- Use the Line Sheet tool to manage seasonal products.
- Create seasonal placeholders for products.
- Create a Line Sheet view.
Prerequisites

- Basic browser and Web navigation skills.
- Basic understanding of Product Lifecycle Management processes and deliverables as they relate to Seasonal Product Development.

Audience

This course is intended for:

- Production Staff.
- System Support Staff.
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